The Dirty Car
I have to scrub this car.

car
dust

Mister Sills has a very dirty car. Mud is caked on
the bumpers and splashed on the doors. There are
fingerprints on the handles, and the cat left her
tracks on the top of the c__r. Everything is dusty.
You can print your name in the d__st.

1., 2.

What are the things that can happen to this car?
__ 1. It will stay dirty.
__ 2. It will be scrubbed.
__ 3. It will turn into a truck.

scrub

Mister Sills is starting
to scr__b his car.
“Can we help you?”
asks Ted.
“Why not?” says Mister
Sills. “Six hands will
make things faster.”

yes

Will Mister Sills let the children help?
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yes
no
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brush

“There’s a bucket and a wet
rag. I’ll start on the door,”
Meg says. She rubs hard,
but the door is still dirty. At
last she takes a br__sh and
scrubs it. There’s no more
dirt on the door.

yes

Was it hard for Meg to scrub the car?
Did just a wet rag take the dirt away?

no

no

3.
yes

no
yes
no

Ted is scraping the mud on
the bumper. “Be careful or
you’ll scratch the car,” Mister
Sills says. Ted is careful. There
are no scr__tches when he is
finished.

scratches

rubs

yes

Mister Sills does the top part. Ted and Meg
can’t get up that far. When he is finished,
Mister Sills r__bs the door handle with a rag.
yes

		

Did Ted help with everything on the car? no

		

What did Ted scrape?

			
			
			
		

__ 1. the car door
__ 2. the floor
__ 3. the mud on the bumper

Was Mister Sills careful with his car?

yes
no
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a garden

garden
gate

a fence

a gate

A garden is a place where there are lots
of plants. Gardens may be fenced in. If you
want to get into a fenced garden, you will
have to hunt for a gate. A gate is a door in
a fence. If the gate is shut, you cannot get
into the g__rden.
A door in a fence is called a __ __ __ __.

bench.

fence

				

Here is a

yes

				

Does the fence have a gate?

no

				

fence.

Is the gate shut?

yes
no

yes
no

Where is the bird sitting?
2.

fence

			
			
			

__ 1. in the garden
__ 2. on the gate
__ 3. on the fence

A gate is part of a __ence.
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Tommy and the Farmer’s Sisters
This is Tommy the snake. He lives
in Farmer Ned’s garden, next to
the fence. Tommy is just a little
snake, and he is harmless.

A harmful snake can hurt you. A harmless snake will
not hurt you at all.
snake

		

Tommy is a sn__ke.

harmless

		

He is

harmful.
harmless.

Farmer Ned is glad to have Tommy in his
garden. The little snake catches all the
harmful bugs that hurt the farmer’s plants.

farmer

wiggle

Every day, when the farmer walks in
his garden, Tommy wiggles up to him.
The f__rmer always stops to pick
Tommy up and tickle him under
the chin.
				
				
				

Snakes have no legs. They can not walk
or run. But they can curl up this way,
and they can wigg __ __ very fast.

				
no
no
3.
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Can snakes walk or run?

yes
no

Are all snakes harmful?

yes
no

Why can’t snakes run?
			
			
			

__ 1. They have no arms.
__ 2. They don’t want to.
__ 3. They have no legs.
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